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if it were in a state of nature. Lovejoy gives Warton's poem,
'The Enthusiast" (1740), as the first instance:
What are the lays of artful Addison
Coldly correct, to Shakespeare's warblings wild.
But we have already seen a hint of the same doctrine in
Addison's own criticism, though certainly not in his lays.
Fantastic as it now seems, others besides Warton looked upon
Shakespeare as the child of Nature, who had produced his
warblings without the help of rules; and the new complex
of feeling about nature had something to do with the growing
appreciation of Shakespeare in the first half of the eighteenth
century. Despite their outward adherence to correctness and
neo-classical dogma in poetry, readers were becoming prepared
to accept the ballads. A few collections were made in England
and Scotland in the first decades of the eighteenth century:
A Collection of Old Ballads (1724) consisted mainly of broad-
sides, but Allan Ramsay's Evergreen (1724) and The Tea Table
Miscellany (1724-7) contained some folksongs. The Foulis
brothers in Glasgow printed "Gill Nourrice", "Young Waters'*,
and "Edom o Gordon" in  1755. Gray quotes the first of
these in a letter to Mason (1757) and showed great critical
acumen when he described it as beginning in the fifth act*
that was the first attempt to judge ballads on their own grounds.
The swing-over in taste had already begun when Percy pro-
duced his Reliques of Ancient Poetry in 1765, but that work
did most to accelerate it. It caused more excitement all over
Northern Europe than almost any other book of the period
except MacPherson's Ossian, a bogus primitive epic which
met much the same demands. Percy suffered a conflict between
his impulse to reveal the poetry of nature and his anxiety
about conforming with current good taste. He felt he could
not leave in their crudity the poems from the seventeenth-
century folio he had rescued from the house-maids, and so
he tricked them out to meet the contemporary requirements
of correctness. He added a few contemporary ballad versions
sent to him from Scotland, some broadsides, and some mediaeval

